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1. Introduction 
 
 The goals of this work are to describe some basic data involving A’-movement in Cabo Verdean 
Creole1 (hereafter CVC), which is spoken on the islands of Cape Verde, and to give a theoretical analysis 
of those linguistic data. The specific constructions we focus on here are wh-movement, exclamatives 
and topicalization. While those constructions involve overt movement, like in English, they show 
different agreement patterns with Complementizers from their English counterparts. We propose that 
phonetic realization of the complementizer ki in CVC is attributable to availability of focus agreement, 
which can be executed under Kato et al.’s (2014) Search-based agreement, not under Chomsky’s (2000) 
probe-goal agreement. In addition, our analysis can be extended to Subject-Verb agreement phenomena 
in languages such as Standard Arabic, in which the same patterns of agreement take place as in CVC. 
 The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces three kinds of A’-movement as well as their 
basic grammatical properties in CVC. Section 3 examines the mechanisms of probe-goal agreement and 
shows that C needs to agree with a moved element bidirectionally (i.e. Spec-CP and the domain of C) in 
CVC, which probe-goal agreement fails to capture. Section 4 briefly reviews Kato et al.’s (2014) Search-
based agreement and presents our analysis of constructions involving A’-movement in CVC. Section 5 
extends our discussion to subject-verb agreement phenomena in languages such as Standard Arabic and 
illustrates that the same agreement patterns are observable in CVC and Standard Arabic. Section 6 
concludes our study. 
 
2. Three Types of A’-Movement and Realization of C in CVC 
 
 CVC is a Portuguese-based creole spoken on the islands of Cape Verde; its basic word order is 
SVO. One of this language’s characteristic grammatical behaviors is the phonetic realization of 
complementizers in relation to A’-movement constructions such as wh-movement, exclamatives, and 
topicalization.2 
 First, consider wh-movement. In CVC, a wh-interrogative undergoes overt fronting and the 
complementizer ki is obligatorily realized whenever Spec of [+Q]C is filled with a fronted phrase, as 
follows: 

(1) matrix wh-questions: 
a. Kenhi *(ki) odja João?  b. Kuze *(ki) João odja? 
  who   ki  see  João  what  ki  João see 
  ‘Who saw João?’     ‘What did João see?’   

(Baptista and Obata 2015) 

* Miki Obata, Hosei University, obata@hosei.ac.jp, Marlyse Baptista, University of Michigan, baptistm@umich.edu. 
This presentation is dedicated to our teacher, mentor and friend, Samuel D. Epstein who passed away on November 
29, 2019. We are very grateful to Emily Atkinson, Samuel Epstein, Jeff Heath, Ezra Keshet, Andrew McInnerney, 
Will Nediger, Acrisio Pires, Daniel Seely, Yushi Sugimoto and participants of the syntax-semantics meeting at 
University of Michigan and WCCFL2020 for their constructive comments. 
1 The name of the language recently changed from Cape Verdean to Cabo Verdean, as per Article 9 of the Cabo 
Verdean Constitution. 
2  On this topic, we are aware that there may be similarities between the behavior of CVC ki and Brazilian
Portuguese que but we reserve this matter for future research.  
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The obligatory realization of complementizers triggered by wh-movement is also found in embedded 
clauses. Interestingly, a limited number of verbs (e.g. bridge verbs and illocutionary verbs) select another 
kind of complementizer, ma, as in (2). Even in this case, however, the complementizer changes from ma 
to ki only when Spec of C marked with [+Q] is filled with a wh-phrase, as seen in the data set in (3): 
 
(2) João fra-m {✓ma/*ki/*Ø} Maria kunpra libru.  [declarative] 

João told+me    C      Maria bought book 
‘João told me Mary bought the book.’ 

(3) a. João fra-m   kuze{*ma/✓ki/*Ø} Maria kunpra. [matrix Spec-CP: __ ] 
   João told+me what       C     Maria bought  [embedded Spec-CP: what] 
   ‘João told me what Mary bought.’ 

b. Kuze ki João fra-m {✓ma/*ki/*Ø} Maria kunpra?  [matrix Spec-CP: what] 
  What ki João told+me     C     Maria bought  [embedded Spec-CP: twhat] 
  ‘What did João tell me that Mary bought?’ 
c. Kenhi ki fra-m kuze{*ma/✓ki/*Ø} Maria kunpra? [matrix Spec-CP: who] 

Who ki told+me what C Maria bought  [embedded Spec-CP: what] 
‘Who told me what Mary bought?’ 

d. Kenhi ki fra-m {✓ma/*ki/*Ø} Maria kunpra kuze? [matrix Spec-CP: who] 
  Who ki told+me C Maria bought what   [embedded Spec-CP: __ ] 

‘Who told me what Mary bought?’  
(Baptista and Obata 2015) 

 
Based on this observation, we proposed in Baptista and Obata (2015) that the phonetic realization of ki 
is triggered as a consequence of Q-agreement between a moved wh-phrase and [+Q]C under Spec-Head 
agreement, not under probe-goal agreement. (Later in this paper, we extend this analysis further to other 
types of A’-movement in CVC and reformulate the system.) That is, C can be realized as ki only when 
its spec position is filled with a moved wh-phrase.3 This analysis is further strengthened by the fact that 
ki appears neither in yes-no questions ((4)) nor in echo questions ((5)), in which Spec-C is not filled: 
 
(4) a. Nos trabadju ten valor? (with rising intonation) b. *Ki nos trabadju ten  valor? 

  our work have value       ki our  work  have value 
 ‘Does our work have value?’       ‘Does our work have value?’ 

(Baptista 2002) 
(5) a. *Ki Maria kunpra kuze? b. Maria kunpra kuze? 
       ki Maria  buy  what    Maria buy   what 
       ‘Maria bought what?’    ‘Maria bought what?’ 

(Obata and Baptista 2015) 
 

As demonstrated above, Q-agreement under the spec-head configuration is crucial for phonetic 
realization of ki. However, a close look at other constructions such as exclamatives and topicalization in 
CVC implies that agreement under the spec-head configuration is insufficient to capture the data. 

3 Ki also introduces complement clauses of nouns and adjectives as follows: 

 (i) E [N verdadi] [CP ki  tudu povu  ten       si kultura] 
     be   truth      ki every people have(IPFV) si culture 

  ‘It is true that every people has its own culture.’ 
(ii) Kel  uma  kalson la   e  [A klaru] [CP ki ka   ta   sirbi-m] 
   DEM AUG trouser DIST be   clear    ki NEG IPFV fit-1SG 
   ‘Those big trousers, it is obvious that they don’t fit me.’  

(Alexandre 2012) 
 

Although these types of ki are regarded as declarative C, we assume that they are distinguished from that occurring 
in wh-questions since many bridge verbs (e.g. tell, think, see etc.), which allow extraction out of their embedded 
clauses, select ma, not ki, as declarative C. 
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 Consider exclamatives in CVC. No wh-word is involved, unlike in English, though either AP or DP 
undergoes fronting to Spec-FP, as in English.4 Also, C is phonetically realized as ki, as in wh-movement 
cases: 
 
(6) matrix exclamatives in English: 

a. How beautiful (the flower is)! 
b. What a beautiful flower (it is)! 

(7) matrix exclamatives in CVC: 
a. *(Ki) bunitu (es flor e)!   b. *(Ki) flor   bunitu! 

       Ki  beautiful (this flower is)      Ki  flower beautiful 
  ‘How beautiful the flower is!’     ‘What a beautiful flower!’ 
 
The crucial difference from wh-movement cases in CVC is that the fronted phrases in exclamatives 
appear not at Spec-CP but at a lower position than C (i.e. Spec-FP). As seen in (7a), the order of ki bunitu 
is possible but the order of bunitu ki is never allowed. Furthermore, embedded exclamatives are also 
grammatical in CVC ((9)), just as they are in English ((8)). Interestingly, the ki/ma alternation takes 
place in embedded exclamatives in the same manner as in wh-movement, shown in (3): 
 
(8) embedded exclamatives in English: 
 John knows what a fool he is!  

(Grimshaw 1979)  
(9) embedded exclamatives in CVC 
 a. João sabe {✓ma/*ki/*ø} el e dodu. [base-form] 
 John knows     C     he is a fool. 
 ‘John knows that he is a fool.’ 
 b. João sabe {*ma/✓ki/*ø } dodu el e!5 [embedded exclamative] 
 John knows      C     a fool he is 
 ‘João knows what a fool he is.’ 
 
The verb sabe (‘know’) selects ma as C and does not allow ki to occur, as seen in (9a). When DP is 
fronted to embedded Spec-FP to form an exclamative, however, C changes from ma to ki (for some of 
our informants). These data imply that some sort of agreement relation should be established between C 
and the moved phrase at Spec-FP, which presumably triggers the ki/ma alternation. However, it is 
obvious that the Spec-Head agreement system fails to capture this agreement configuration, which tells 
us that Baptista and Obata’s (2015) analysis based on Spec-Head agreement needs to be reconsidered to 
accommodate exclamatives in CVC. 
 Finally, let us examine topicalization in CVC. As in the other constructions discussed above, 
topicalization also involves overt fronting in CVC: topicalized phrases undergo movement to Spec-TopP. 
However, one crucial difference is that topicalization does not allow phonetic realization of ki as follows: 

 
(10) matrix topicalization: 

a. Tudu    N tene.   b. *Ki tudu     N tene. 
Everything I have      ki everything I have 
‘Everything, I have.’      ‘Everything, I have.’   

(Baptista 2002) 
(11) embedded topicalization: 

João sabe {✓ma/*ki/*ø} tudu     N tene. (cf. (9)) 
João knows    C      everything I have 
‘João knows everything, I have.’ 

 

4 Ono (2006) examines English and Japanese exclamative sentences and shows that fronted phrases in exclamative 
sentences land at Spec-FocP. However, in this paper we do not specify what phrase hosts the fronted phrase, leaving 
it open as Spec-F(unctional)P. 
5 It is important to acknowledge the notorious variation that exists in CVC and that some of our informants can also 
produce João sabe {✓ma/*ki/*ø } dodu el e. 
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In (10), the topicalized phrase undergoes fronting to Spec-TopP but C is never allowed to appear. In (11), 
the verb sabe (‘know’) selects ma as C. However, ma does not change to ki even if overt fronting of the 
topicalized phrase takes place. These data imply that topicalization does not involve agreement with C, 
so that no ki/ma alternation is observable. 
 The following table summarizes the basic properties of the three kinds of A’-movement in CVC.  
 
Table 1 

 Fronting 
(higher than C) 

Fronting 
(lower than C) 

ki’s realization 

wh-movement YES NO YES 
exclamative NO YES YES 
topicalization NO YES NO 

 
From the above table, we can see that ki is required to be realized phonetically only in a certain type of 
movement, namely focus movement.6 Both wh-movement and exclamatives can be regarded as types 
of focus movement in that phrases carrying new information undergo movement in both constructions. 
In topicalization, on the other hand, phrases carrying old information undergo movement. This implies 
that focus agreement somehow triggers phonetic realization of C as ki. 
 
3. Bidirectional Agreement: Limitations of Probe-Goal agreement 
 
 This section further considers the relationship between ki’s realization and agreement with C. As 
discussed in the last section, ki’s realization is somehow related to focus movement. In other words, the 
phonetic form of C can be specified as ki as a consequence of focus agreement with C. That is why 
topicalization does not allow ki to appear. However, this analysis poses a serious challenge for agreement 
systems.  
 
(12) [CP WH  C [FP XPexclamative  F [TP … 

a. wh-question: C agrees with WH at Spec-CP. 
b. exclamative: C agrees with XP in the domain. 

 
In CVC, C needs to agree either with an element at its spec position (for wh-questions) or with an element 
included in the domain (for exclamatives). That is, C agrees with elements bidirectionally. Importantly, 
this unique agreement configuration cannot be captured under Chomsky’s (2000) probe-goal agreement 
system, which forces a probe to agree with a goal in the domain, which permits only the agreement 
pattern in (12b), but not the one in (12a): 
 
(13) Chomsky’s (2000) probe-goal agreement system: 

Matching is a relation that holds of a probe P and a goal G. Not every matching pair induces Agree. 
To do so, G must (at least) be in the domain D(P) of P and satisfy locality conditions… (underline 
added by MO & MB) 

(Chomsky 2000: 122) 
 
Therefore, the probe-goal agreement system fails to explain the bidirectionality of focus agreement in 
CVC. One might wonder if C in (12a) agrees with a wh-phrase before Internal Merge applies, so that 
agreement takes place under the probe-goal configuration. However, this possibility needs to be excluded 
in the case of wh-movement in CVC. As demonstrated in the last section, [+Q]C is realized as ki only 
when its spec position is filled with a moved wh-phrase. Given that Merge can apply freely, this 
derivational option allows ki to appear even if the wh-phrase does not move after agreement. That is, 
stipulating that agreement precedes Internal Merge does not explain the data; we still need to somehow 
rule in C’s agreement with an element in its spec position, via some other agreement system. 
 

 
6 Based on Beck (2006), we assume that wh-interrogatives are focused elements. 
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4. How to Execute Focus Agreement in CVC: Search-Based Agreement 
 
 Since Chomsky’s probe-goal agreement system faces serious problems, as mentioned above, this 
section suggests that Search-based agreement can properly account for bidirectional agreement patterns. 
Kato et al. (2014) defines the operation Search as follows: 
 
(14) The operation of Search: 

Let α be an element which initiates Search and β be the c-command domain of α. Then, Search is 
an operation which searches through β for a feature or a complex of features identical to the one 
contained in α and establishes a relation between those (complexes of) features. 

(Kato et al. 2014: 204) 
 
Kato et al. (2014) captures several kinds of dependencies (such as chain-formation, binding and 
agreement) under Search.7 Since Search is more a general operation, which is not specific to agreement 
(i.e. feature valuation), a relation can be established as long as features on α and β are identical, which 
means that there is no need to assume unvalued features as triggers. 
 
The conventional theory of Agree (Chomsky 2000 et seq.) maintains that only heads/LI with unvalued 
features can probe, but this stipulation has no principled grounds, and there is no reason to exclude 
phrasal SOs initiating Search, whether they are externally merged, and whether they are associated with 
unvalued or valued features (…we also agree with Pesetsky and Torrego 2001, 2004 in assuming that 
valued features can act as probes, too.) (underline added by MO & MB) 

(Kato et al. 2014: 208) 
 
Even if the Search initiator α does not bear unvalued features, a relation between α and β can be 
established through Search as long as β is in the c-command domain of α and they both have identical 
features. This agreement system enables Kato et al. to capture Q-agreement relation between C and the 
interrogative why, which is directly merged to Spec-CP according to Ko (2005). 
 
(15) [CP why[Q]  C[Q]  [TP … 
 α     β 

a. β is in the c-command domain of α. 
b. α and β both have Q-features. 
c. Why (α) searches C (β) and agreement relation is established between them. 
 

The interrogative why is never included in the domain of C, so Chomsky’s probe-goal system fails to 
capture the dependency construction. Under Search-based agreement, on the other hand, the element at 
Spec-CP can initiate Search, which successfully establishes a Q-agreement relation between why and C. 
 The same configuration as (15) is obtained in the case of wh-movement in CVC, although wh-
phrases undergo Internal Merge to Spec-CP, instead of being base-generated at (i.e. externally merged 
to) Spec-CP. First, consider feature distribution. Since a wh-question and an exclamative in CVC both 
require realization of C as ki and these constructions are regarded as types of focus constructions, we 
assume that C has [iFocus] and a wh-phrase and an exclamative AP/DP bear [uQ] and [uExc], 
respectively.8  Although it does not matter which element (C or a moved element) bears unvalued 
features under Search-based agreement, obligatoriness of movement to Spec-CP or Spec-FP can be 
ensured by assuming that moved elements have unvalued features. If Internal Merge does not apply, the 
derivation just crashes because of unvalued features.  
 

7 In addition to Kato et al. (2014), the issue of agreement by (Minimal) Search is also discussed in other studies: 
See Kato et al. (2016), Narita et al. (2017), Epstein, Kitahara and Seely (2019) and Ke (2019) for relevant discussion. 
8 Saito (2018) also proposes that a wh-phrase, not C, bears [uQ] in Japanese. 
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(16) Feature distribution of C, wh-phrase and exclamative DP/AP 
 a. C: [iFocus] 
 b. wh-phrase: [uQ] 
 c. fronted DP/AP for exclamative: [uExc] 
 
Note that both [Q] and [Exc] are subsets of [Focus] in that both constructions are types of focus 
constructions, as mentioned above. Therefore, both [Q] and [Exc] can be regarded as identical to [iFocus] 
on C and agreement can take place between them. With respect to the timing of Merge and Search, we 
assume that Search (for agreement) applies at Transfer, as Minimal Search for labeling does according 
to Chomsky (2013). After the entire phase is derived (i.e. all the movements take place), agreement 
occurs.9 
 Given these assumptions, wh-questions and exclamatives in CVC are derived via the following 
procedure under Search-based agreement: 
 
(17) Kuze *(ki) João odja?  (= (1b)) 
    what   ki João see 
    ‘What did João see?’      

(Baptista and Obata 2015) 
(18) The derivation of (17) under Search-based agreement: 

Step 1: Kuze undergoes Internal Merge to Spec-CP. 
 Step 2: [uQ] on kuze at Spec-CP initiates Search to the (c-command) domain based on feature  
    identity. 
 Step 3: An agreement relation is established between [uQ]/kuze and [iFocus] on C. 
 Step 4: As a consequence of agreement, C is realized as ki at the morpho-phonological component. 
 
At Step 1, the wh-phrase is moved to Spec-CP before agreement, since Search applies later at Transfer. 
At Step 2, the moved phrase initiates Search. Then at Step 3, the Search-initiator kuze/[uQ] agrees with 
[iFocus] on C. Finally, at the morpho-phonological component, the morpheme ki is inserted at C as a 
consequence of focus agreement. Next, let us see the derivation of exclamatives. 

(19) *(Ki) bunitu  (es flor e)!  (=(7a)) 
      Ki beautiful (this flower is) 

‘How beautiful the flower is!’ 
(20) The derivation of (19) under Search-based agreement: 

Step 1: Bunitu undergoes Internal Merge to Spec-FP. 
 Step 2: [iFocus] on C initiates Search to the (c-command) domain based on feature identity. 
 Step 3: An agreement relation is established between [iFocus] on C and [uExc] on bunitu. 
 Step 4: As a consequence of agreement, C is realized as ki at the morpho-phonological component. 
 
As in the case of wh-movement above, the adjective bunitu is moved to Spec-FP before agreement at 
Step 1. Then, C initiates Search at Step 2 and agrees with [uExc] on the fronted adjective at Step 3. 
Finally, at the morpho-phonological component, the morpheme ki is inserted at C as a consequence of 
focus agreement. The same system can be extended to the ki/ma alternation in embedded wh-questions 
and exclamatives: only when [iFocus] on C is in an agreement relation with [uQ] or with [uExc] is 
embedded C realized as ki, otherwise it is realized as ma. 
 Search-based agreement can elucidate the bidirectionality of focus agreement in CVC and also the 
realization of ki as a consequence. In other words, the proposed analysis shows that the operation Agree
can be subsumed under Search, which is a third-factor principle. 
 

9 This implies that labeling and agreement can be unified under Minimal Search as discussed in Epstein, Kitahara
and Seely (2019) and Ke (2019). In this paper, however, we simply assume Kato et al’s (2014) Search-based
agreement. 
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5. Asymmetrical Agreement: Full Agreement vs. Partial Agreement 
 
 This section further extends our analysis of the featural relation involved in focus agreement in 
CVC by comparing it with subject-verb agreement in languages such as Standard Arabic. Again, let us 
see how agreement took place in the derivations in (18) and (20): 
 
(21) focus-agreement in CVC: 
 a. [wh-movement (wh-C)]: DP/[uQ] searches [iFocus] on C 
 b. [exclamative (C-Adj.)]: C/[iFocus] searches [uExc] on AP 
 
Remember that [Q] and [Exc] are subsets of [Focus], since wh-questions and exclamatives are both types 
of focus constructions. If we consider these agreement relations in terms of Search initiators, 
asymmetries are, in fact, observed: 
 
(22) asymmetrical agreement in CVC 
 a. [wh-movement]: [Q]/DP (wh-phrase) agrees with [Focus]  full agreement 
       why? [Q] is a subset of [Focus]; [Q] fully matches with [Focus]. 
 b. [exclamatives]: [Focus]/C agrees with [Exc]  partial agreement 
       why? [Foc] is a superset of [Exc]; [Focus] partially matches with [Exc]. 
 
From the viewpoint of the Search initiator, [Q] on the Search initiator fully matches with [Focus] on C 
(but not vice versa) in (22a) since properties of [Q] are part of [Focus] (i.e. [Q] is a subset of [Focus]). 
For [Q], this is fully matched agreement. On the other hand, [Focus] on the Search initiator does not 
fully match with [Exc] in (22b) since [Focus] is a superset of [Exc]. For [Focus], this is partially matched 
agreement. The generalization is that agreement under the spec-head configuration is full agreement 
while agreement under the probe-goal configuration is partial agreement. 
 Interestingly, subject-verb agreement in languages such as Standard Arabic also follows the same 
generalization. For example, Standard Arabic allows the subject to appear either pre-verbally or post-
verbally. However, the agreement patterns differ depending on in which position the subject appears: 
 
(23) a. [pre-verbal subject] V/T agrees with the subject for person, number and gender ((24a)) 
 b. [post-verbal subject] V/T agrees with the subject only for person and gender. ((24b)) 
 
(24) a. l-muʕallim-uum  ʔakaluu/*ʔakala  [SV: full agreement] 
 the-teacher-pl.M.NOM ate.3pl.M/*ate.3sg.M 
 ‘The teachers ate’ 
 b. ʔakala/*ʔakaluu     l-muʕallim-uum  [VS: partial agreement] 
 ate.3sg.M/*ate.3pl.M the-teacher-pl.M.NOM 
 ‘The teachers ate.’ 

(Fassi Fehri 1993; taken from Kinjo 2015) 
 
In the preverbal subject case (24a), T agrees with the subject and V is marked with the morphemes of 
3rd person, plural and masculine. In the postverbal subject case (24b), on the other hand, V is marked 
with the morphemes of 3rd person, singular and masculine, which do not fully match with the subject 
(which is 3rd person, plural and masculine). The agreement asymmetry observed here, in fact, shows the 
same agreement pattern as bidirectional focus agreement in CVC. Let us see how features match in terms 
of the Search initiator, again: 
 
(25) (24a) SV: DP/[iPhi] searches [uPhi] on T/V 
      DP: [3rd, pl, mas]  T/V: [uPhi][3rd, pl, mas] [full agreement] 
(26) (24b) VS: T/V/[uPhi] searches [iPhi] on DP 
      T/V: [uPhi][3rd,sg, mas]   DP: [3rd, pl, mas] [partial agreement] 
 
In the case of SV, all phi-features on the subject and T/V are fully matched after agreement. In the case 
of VS, only person and gender (but not number) features are matched between T/V and the subject after 
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agreement (i.e. there is partial matching). Kinjo (2015) explains this type of asymmetrical agreement by 
proposing a new theory of probe-goal agreement, which is an extension of Kato et. al’s (2014) Search-
based agreement, in which agreement in SV and VS takes place in different configurations. In SV, the 
preverbal subject and T/V establish an agreement relation under the spec-head configuration. In VS, T/V 
and the postverbal subject establish an agreement relation under the probe-goal configuration. The 
former shows full agreement while the latter displays partial agreement, which is the same pattern seen 
with focus agreement in CVC. 
 Thus, Search-based agreement enables us to identify focus agreement in CVC with subject-verb 
agreement in Standard Arabic, in that both cases show asymmetrical agreement. This provides further 
motivation for Search-based agreement, rather than probe-goal agreement. 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
 In this paper, we first reported some basic data in CVC, focusing on three types of A’-movement: 
wh-movement, exclamatives and topicalization. We examined the properties of those constructions in 
relation to C’s phonetic realization as ki. We eventually proposed that the morpho-phonological 
realization of C is determined through focus-agreement in CVC and that C agrees with focused elements 
bidirectionally (upward and downward), which can be captured only under Search-based agreement, but 
not under Chomsky’s (2000) probe-goal agreement. As a consequence, the proposed analysis enables us 
to identify focus agreement in CVC with subject-verb agreement in languages such as Standard Arabic, 
in that both languages display the same type of asymmetrical agreement. 
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